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This talk in a nutshell

• Humans are remarkably quick to make meaning of language we encounter 
and to imagine the mind behind that language


• Artificial agents have at best limited capacity for communicative intent


• And some natural language systems have none


• Mitigating the risks of language technology requires recognizing and 
accounting for the above


• … rather than taking advantage of it



Outline

• Meaning making in human-human conversation


• Computers and communicative intent


• Humans and computer generated text


• Failure modes and risks


• Mitigation strategies



(Halliday 1970, 
Partee 1991)

Up you 

go!

Oh no…



(Halliday 1970, 
Partee 1991)

No muddy 
paws for me!

No one told 
me I had 

to bring a dog!



(Halliday 1970, 
Partee 1991)

Interpretation 
depends on 
intonation! Truth conditions 

depend on 
info structure!



The meaning is not in the text

• With linguistic (grammatical, lexical) knowledge, speakers can get from a text 
to a ‘standing’ or ‘conventional’ meaning (Grice 1968, Quine 1960), but that’s 
only the first step.


• Standing meaning + commonsense + coherence relations gives public 
commitments (Hamblin 1970, Lascarides & Asher 2009, Asher & Lascarides 
2013)


• Public commitments + further reasoning gives perlocutionary consequences
A: I wonder whether I should take my umbrella. Is it raining?  
B: Yes. 
A: Oh, so you do think I should take my umbrella.  
B: I didn’t say that.  

(Bender & Lascarides 2019:13) 



Conversation as a joint activity: Clark 1996 (p37-38)



Communication as intersubjective awareness 
(Baldwin 1995, p.132)



Meaning making at a distance:  
in time & space

• Face-to-face, small group communication is the most well-studied (and 
probably the most basic)


• but we also communicate asynchronously and distantly


• and apply the same skills in doing so


• Theory of mind developmental milestones linked to reading comprehension 
(Atkinson et al 2017, Dore et al 2018)


• Ricœur 1973 (hermeneutics): “Not that we can conceive of a text without an 
author; the tie between the speaker and the discourse is not abolished, but 
distended and complicated.” (p.95)


• In interpreting texts, we lack the ability to confirm & repair understandings 
(Dingemanse et al 2015), but we still project a model of mind



Making meaning in human-human interaction: 
Summary

• Communication is a joint activity


• in which we use language (among other signals)


• to convey and understand communicative intents


• We do this even when not co-present with our interlocutors

Photograph by Rama, Wikimedia
Commons, Cc-by-sa-2.0-fr

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Rama


Can computers have communicative intent?

• Does the “dogs must be carried” sign have communicative intent?


• No: it’s just a piece of metal, with not even any moving parts


• It represents some person or group of people’s communicative intent


• Does a calculator have communicative intent?


• Can produce answers to different questions


• Probably still best understood as representing some group of people’s 
intent: to provide accurate answers given a system of rules



Can computers have communicative intent?

• How about a slot-filling dialog agent (e.g. ATIS, Hemphill et al 1990)?


• Intent: Elicit information about parameters of flight scheduling request that 
map to concepts in its database


• Intent: Provide information about flights from database matching 
parameters of the request


• How about conversational chatbots like ELIZA (Weizenbaum 1966) & co?


• Intent: Output text that is engaging and on-topic (?)


• Tenuous and too far removed from the standing meaning of said text



Can computers have public commitments?

• Standing meaning + commonsense + coherence relations gives public 
commitments (Hamblin 1970, Lascarides & Asher 2009, Asher & Lascarides 
2013)


• These are called public commitments because we are on record as having 
‘said’ them


• Even those due to covert coherence relations (Lascarides & Asher 2009)


• If a person’s public commitments turn out to be false, they are either lying or 
misinformed


• Who or what is accountable for a machine’s utterances?



Can computers recognize communicative intent?

• “Dogs must be carried” sign: 


• No.


• Calculator: 


• Limited (I wish to know what this 
expression evaluates to)


• Slot-filling dialogue system/virtual 
assistant: 


• Limited to the range of actions it 
is able to take


• Language model (e.g. GPT-3) as 
chatbot: 


• No.



Can computers recognize communicative intent?

• Kopp & Krämer (2021): work on “conversational AI” has taken a behavioralist 
turn


• … and fails to model the aspects of human-human interaction that make it a 
joint activity: co-construction and mentalizing

If an agent can only recognize pre-programmed 
communicative intents, it cannot engage in the 

fullness of intersubejctive joint activities.



Outline

• Meaning making in human-human conversation


• Computers and communicative intent


• Humans and computer generated text


• Failure modes and risks


• Mitigation strategies



Making meaning: We can’t help ourselves

• Heider & Simmel (1944): people attribute personality characteristics to shapes 
and construct a narrative based only on movements


• Mitchell (2021): if we’ll do that much interpretation of just shapes, how much 
more do we do with language?   [https://bit.ly/TWiML-467]

https://bit.ly/TWiML-467
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wp8ebj_yRI4


Meaning making: We bring our own context

• Not only will we make meaning of text/speech/sign from languages we know, 
we will do so based on the context that we bring to the situation


• Including our interpretation of what the computer is doing



Meaning making in our context: Examples

• The following slides have examples where things have gone or could go 
wrong


• In some cases, the resulting artifacts are offensive or otherwise difficult to see 
(stereotypes regarding Black Americans, machines urging self-harm, 
stereotypes about the Kannada language, dehumanization of Native people, 
stereotypes about Palestinians)


• My point here is to alert you to the fact that these (and others) exist, but I 
realize that there is some harm in repeating them, even with that framing


• Open to feedback on how to convey this message, if there is something any 
of you have the energy and inclination to articulate



Ex 1: Templatic generation, with automatic 
placement of text

• Sweeney 2013: African-American sounding names triggered different version 
of ad copy than white sounding names

(Sweeney 2013:46-47)



Ex 1: Templatic generation, with automatic 
placement of text

• What, if any communicative intent does the machine or the corp behind it 
have?


• Click here, so we can get paid


• Elicit viewer behavior, in order to choose among different versions of ad


• What are the perlocutionary consequences?


• Cast suspicion about the person being searched for, regardless of the 
search context



Ex 2-5: Untethered generation

• Microsoft’s Twitter chatbot Tay (March 2016), designed to ‘learn’ from its 
human interlocutors, yanked within 24 hours, for parroting back sexist, racist, 
and other bigoted remarks


• GPT-3 (Brown et al 2020) powered “PhilosopherAI” was used by a third party 
to automate responses on Reddit, detected because it was too prodigious


• Engaged in discussions of sensitive topics including conspiracy theories 
and suicide


• nabla.com tested GPT-3 for various healthcare uses; found GPT-3 
encouraging self-harm, when used as chatbot ‘therapist’


• Robo-lawyer (DoNotPay.com)

https://www.theverge.com/2016/3/24/11297050/tay-microsoft-chatbot-racist
https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/10/08/1009845/a-gpt-3-bot-posted-comments-on-reddit-for-a-week-and-no-one-noticed/
https://www.nabla.com/blog/gpt-3/


Ex 2-5: Untethered generation

• What, if any, communicative intent does the machine have?


• Engagement, without commitment to content


• How does public commitment/accountability function here?


• With no control over specific content, which human/org would want to be 
accountable for it?


• Perlocutionary consequences: 


• Varied & drastic, especially in scenarios where the machine is presented as 
possibly human or even artificial but knowledgable



Ex 6: Incorrect answers presented authoritatively
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Ex 6: Incorrect answers presented authoritatively

Source: @hankgreen on Twitter



Ex 6: Incorrect answers presented authoritatively

• What, if any, communicative intent does the machine have?


• Provide answer to user’s question, from linked document, pulling out most 
relevant snippet


• Who is publicly committed to the message?


• Underlying text, with its full context: US Library of Congress 😬 


• Coherence relation of ‘answer’: Google


• Perlocutionary consequences: What might the searcher learn from this 
answer? Consider especially Native and non-Native children in the US



Ex 7-8: Answering ill-formed questions
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Ex 7-8: Answering ill-formed questions
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Ex: 7-8 Answering ill-formed questions

• What, if any, communicative intent does the machine have?


• Provide answer to user’s question, from linked document, pulling out most 
relevant snippet


• What about public commitments?


• Answering a question with invalid presuppositions implicitly accepts those 
presuppositions into the common ground (Lascarides & Asher 2009, Kim 
et al 2021)


• By answering, Google is committing to there being some language that 
recognized as the ugliest and some characteristic headgear for terrorists


• Google is further committing to the specific answers



Ex: 7-8 Answering ill-formed questions

• Perlocutionary consequences:


• For someone holding the beliefs presupposed in those questions, 
reinforcement of those beliefs


• For someone subject to the stereotype, psychological harm of the 
stereotype being repeated


• … plus the sense that “everyone” must think so, for Google to be 
reflecting it back so



Not just decontextualizing,  
but also recontextualizing

• Already a problem with search results as a list of web pages: 

In essence, the social context or meaning of derogatory or 
problematic Black women's representations in Google's 
ranking is normalized by virtue of their placement, making it 
easier for some people to believe that what exists on the 
page is strictly the result of the fact that more people are 
looking for Black women in pornography than anything 
else. This is because the public believes that what rises to 
the top in search is either the most popular or the most 
credible or both. (Noble 2018:32)



Not just decontextualizing,  
but also recontextualizing

• Already a problem with search results as a list of web pages


• Similarly problematic with image search results


• Exacerbated with ‘snippets’ pulled out from pages


• Exacerbated with ‘answer boxes’


• Exacerbated with chatbots as replacements for search (see Shah & Bender 
2022)



When designing applications involving text that is 
generated or placed in open-ended ways, consider:

• A nuanced view of how meaning making happens


• Neither questions nor answers are just text strings, nor even ‘logical forms’


• People will interpret strings in languages they know


• By building a model of mind of a person/entity/group behind the text


• Using the context the string appears in


• Using the context they bring to the interaction



When designing applications involving text that is 
generated or placed in open-ended ways, consider:

• Who will be encountering and interpreting the text?


• Consider many different kinds of people/experiences (Friedman & Hendry 2019)


• Children


• People with strong prejudices


• People subject to the stereotypes at hand


• People with limited understanding of fallibility of computers


• People who are stressed, busy, tired, not paying much attention



When designing applications involving text that is 
generated or placed in open-ended ways, consider:

• Who is accountable for what is said?


• When, if ever, is untethered generation appropriate?


• Who will people encountering the text attribute it to?


• When should an organization be comfortable with untethered or even 
partially guided natural language generation being done in its name?


• What about cases where people unleash bots without an obvious 
responsible operator?



When designing applications involving text that is 
generated or placed in open-ended ways, consider:

• Curation of training data:


• Don’t hoover up garbage, knowing that it can be spat back out and 
interpreted by humans


• Transparency by design & visibility to users:


• Bare minimum: always be clear that the interlocutor is a machine


• What are its affordances?


• Where does the information come from? (see Bender & Friedman 2018, 
Gebru et al 2021, Bender, Gebru et al 2021)


• In what ways might it be inaccurate?



When designing applications involving text that is 
generated or placed in open-ended ways, consider:

• Transparency by design & minimal claim to authority


• “Google” shouldn’t be answering questions


• Don’t present the Web as total or so big it must be representative


• There are some applications/tasks which might not be appropriate at all 
(e.g. ‘learning to cite’ in Metzler et al 2021, see Shah & Bender 2022)



At a policy level, consider:

• Do we want information systems shaped by advertising & other corporate 
interests? (see Noble 2018)


• How do we avoid amplifying biased views, especially those held by the 
majority/those in power? (see Alkhatib 2021, Birhane 2021)


• Without making it the only solution, how do we promote information literacy, 
in the face of these technologies?



Finally: Don’t be too impressed

• Just because that text seems coherent doesn’t mean the model behind it has 
understood anything or is trustworthy


• Just because that answer was correct doesn’t mean the next one will be


• When a computer seems to “speak our language”, we’re actually the ones 
doing all of the work

https://www.maxpixel.net/Tropical-Animal-World 
-Bill-Parrot-Cute-Bird-Ara-3080543



This talk in a nutshell

• Humans are remarkably quick to make meaning of language we encounter 
and to imagine the mind behind that language


• Artificial agents have at best limited capacity for communicative intent


• And some natural language systems have none


• Mitigating the risks of language technology requires recognizing and 
accounting for the above


• … rather than taking advantage of it
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